
 Z77 – soft and superior
Z77 is a luxurious, natural, milled thick-leather made from specially selected rawhides. It has a very 
attractive softness and a good feel which results from its special milling process. Its thickness shows 
off the structure particularly well. The leather has been given a slightly satin fi nish. Its natural grain 
results from a combination of an up-to-the-minute tanning technique with a milling process at the 
perfect temperature. Furniture upholstered with this leather have a very precious and noble look. 
Natural features (scars, mast wrinkles, structure and colour differences) are fully processed and 
can be found in all furniture parts. There are also brand marks that will be used in the back part. 
They will not be accepted as a reason for complaint. 
The leather is a new generation of upholstery leather.

Thickness: 1.5 – 1.7 mm

Dyeing method: slightly pigmented

Easy-careness: HHH

Naturalness: HHHH

Natural characteristics: HH

Light fastness: HHH

Even structure and colour: HHH

Sitting atmosphere, warmth, softness: HHHH

H – low, HHHHH – excellent

Cleaning & Care
Dust your furniture regularly with a damp, lint-free cotton cloth – never use a microfi bre cloth. Immediately 
wipe up spilt liquids with a dry cloth – do not rub. Any remaining grease stains will gradually be absorbed 
by the leather – please do not do anything else! Treat with special care products (use-oriented) from time to 
time as instructed. Upholstered furniture must not be treated with commercially available cleaners, as this 
(almost) always contains silicones and waxes. 

Leather information
Intensive sunlight and localised radiation should be avoided (can lead to fading). Staining of the material 
caused by clothing (e. g. jeans, not colourfast textiles/materials) does not generally constitute reasons for 
complaint. Processing of intensive colours (red, blue, black, dark brown etc.) in combination with light colours 
can lead to colour migration (this is not accepted as reasons for complaint). Grains, pigment faults as well 
as structure and colour differences are natural features and are used to the full extent. They can be found in 
all parts of your sofa (seat, back, side part) and will not be recognised as a complaint (in the back part also 
brands are used). Please pass this information on to your customer.


